
Some people believe that in today’s world, individuals should not stay in their jobs or careers for their 
whole lives and that would be beneficial to try some other jobs at least once. Discuss both views and 
tell your opinion. 

That a person can keep doing the same career over years is widely related to various contributions. 
Although it is incontrovertibly conceded by most that our life cannot be enhanced divorcing from our 
proper choice of job, some strongly believe  that there is no need to be stuck in one single occupation 
for several years. In subsequent paragraphs, it will be discussed further. 
Firstly, it is as clear as crystal that today’s world is in need of specialists in every aspect of life, 
however, this requirement per se depends on gaining qualifications, education and experiences by 
people of the society. In addition, how much women and men are  skilled and professional is highly 
relevant to the experience which can be achieved through their working years of life. To provide an 
example, it has largely seen through history that famous figures were just known as one profession. 
For instance Marie Curie - the scientist of the whole chemistry world-is just remembered as a chemist. 
That is to say, the more an occupation is pretty much being done and paid attention to by you, the 
more you will master it.
Secondly, not only can changing and doing varied jobs be pretty much exciting and challenging, but 
also people’s wrong job choices made at very early ages might be given second chance to be revised. 
People in all around the world work in different places despite themselves, for they might be said 
various reasons including father’s job must be followed by sons or working in their major university 
and so on. People should value their job opportunities provided for them more than that of in the 
past to try other possible career paths being offered. For instance, there are diverse companies by 
which you can be placed in situation in which you can simply try a real job circumstance. Many a 
person made an effort to be the best in their current occupations, however , there might be another 
suitable profession not to be taken into account as their jobs by them. In brief, thoughts and belief 
constraints must not be obstacles for any individuals to freely change their career and grab the 
coming opportunities to have better life. 
By way of conclusion , with the wisdom of hindsight it has been proved to us that specialisim 
expertise in working areas is an inevitable fact without which communities are not be able to achieve 
their goals. It is high time the government, media and individuals considered it as their objectives.


